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lntroduction

If at the center of fudaism is "the booki'meaning the Hebrew/fewish Bible
(TaNaKh),r at the core of the Iewish Bible is the Torah, the Five Books of
Moses (Pentateuch/Humash), traditionally thought to have been revealed

by God via Moses to the Israelites standing at the foot of Mt. Sinai. How-
ever, from the perspective of the ancient rabbis (ca. 7o-5oo CE, in the Land
of Israel and in Babylonia), who came to define, even more than did the

Hebrew Bible, the practice and meaning of |udaism in all of its subsequent

varieties, fudaism is less based on the written biblical record of revelation
than by an accompanying oral human elaboration, with the latter consti-
tuting as much "words of Torah" as the former. The former is referred to
as "Torah that is in writing' (torah she-bikhtav), while the latter is known
as "Torah that is by the mouth" (torah she-be'al peh), or, alternativel¡ as

denoted by their modes of performance, that which is read from a writ-
ten text (miqra'lScripfure) and that which is recited or repeated without
recourse to a written Grt (mishnøh). The former consists of a fixed, closed

text, the latter of fluid oral transmission and expansion. The former is the

record of divinely revealed laws, the sacred history of ancient Israel, and

the utterances of divinely inspired prophets and teachers of wisdom. The

latter is the multitude of collections of rabbinic rules and legal debates, sto-

ries, and interpretations of Scripture, whose origins are traced ultimateþ
back to Moses at Sinai. At the very least, the Written Torah (traditionally
understood to encompass Torah, Prophets, and Writings), though the cen-

ter of ritual attention in its own right in the synagogue liturgy, cannot be
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apprehended except in tandem with and as interpreted by its accomPany-

ing Oral Torah.

Eventually(whenexactlyisitselfamatterofscholarlydebate)'theOral
Torah of the ancient .uUlt' Gtft" that of their successors) was committed

to writing, presumably so as to be more surely preserved' first as scrolls

""¿ "".rrî"åþ 
as boots' However' even when recorded in writing' it re-

mained ever expanding and fluid (compared to the Written Torah) and

retained qualities of o,ãt expression' for example' in its constant dialogue

and debate, often unresolved, between rabbis of differing opinions across

the generations.

The "books" of the Oral Torah beg

(literall¡ "seeking" [of meaning]' or e

of the Hebrew Bible or their liturgical

tents be mainly law (halakhah; literal

gadah: literally' "narration'), in some cas

more homileti.ul; "tdi'i 
M¡shnøhttopicaþ groupg! lists of rabbinic laws

-(frotoffrot)'with 
only minimal reference to their biblical sources' in some

cases practicalþ applicable (e'g'' spe

Sabbath), in some cases theoretical (

in the Jerusalem temPle, which had

CE). Todaywe have one such authorit

judah the Patriarch ç':'u' tooCE)' but with remnants of mishnaic rules that

did not make it into this collection' preserved in other sources' In turn' the

Mishnah demanded its own comme

cal style (possibly designed so as to

resulied in the Talmud (literally' "s

and its expansive elucidation, the Ge

plete" or "learn')' There are two

Ùy the rabbinic sages of the Lan

Talmud, the YerushøImi) andt},.e

produced bY the rabbinic sages of

Bavli). The subsequent develoPme

and modern times, follows tit" 'u"tt 
basic divrsions: biblical commen-

taries, c d commentaries on those laws or

SupercoentariesoneitherScriptureorcol-
lections

Returning to the "two Torahs| ach other-in

origin, status, authority, contents' and transmis-

sion-cannot be stated in simple the variety of
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expressions within rabbinic literature (that is, o|al Torah) as it evolved in

anonymously edited anthologies ove| the centuries. Although strictly dif-

ferentiated from each other in lnode of transmission and perfortlatlce,

tliey deeply intersect with each otirer. Nor is it clear what the relation ;night

have been between what became the rabbinic Oral Torah and the plethora

of prerabbinic extra- (or para-) scriptural laws, narratives, and forms of

scriptural interpretation now known (most recently, thanks to the discov-

ery of the Dead Sea Scrolls) but excluded from the Hebt'ew biblical canon.

At issue, it should be stressed, is not the existence of an "oral tradition"

(or "unwritten law"), common to all literate cultures, but the attribution of

reveøled status and authority to the specifically rabbinic Oral Torah. The

classical rabbis used their ínterpretive methods to deduce this Oral Torah,

both in its parts and as a whole, frorn the \4rritten Torah, thus claiming that

the Oral Torah was contained within the Written. But they do not under-

stand Oral Torah's status and authority to be secondarily derived from the

Written Torah. Rather, as traditions revealed at Sinai, Oral Torah in their

eyes has legal authority in its own right. While several prerabbinic (Sec-

ond Temple period) bodies of literature adduce clual aspects of revelation

-for example, literal and allegorical, exoteric (available to all) and eso-

teric (revealed only to a few and concealed from the rest)-none of them

differentiates between the two in terms of their modes of transmission or

performance as "written" and'bral," mutually distinguishable thereby from

each other. The closest possible antecedent is found in an ambiguous com-

lnent blr the first-century CE iewish historian losephus with respect to the

Second Temple group known as the Pharisees (thought to be the closest

antecedent to the rabbis), that they

had passed on to the people certain regulations handed down by forner

generations and not recorded in the Law of Moses, for which reason they

are rejected b1- the Sadducaean group, who hold that only those regula-

tions should be considered valid which were written down (in Scripture),

and that those which had been handed down by formel generations need

not be observed."

All we can surmise for certain is that the Pharisees attributed (divine) au-

thorrty to ancestral laws not written in the Torah, but not necessarily that

they preserved or transmitted these laws orall¡ and even less that they

claimed an ultimate Sinaitic origin for them'

How are we to understand, therefore, both historically and functionall¡
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the rabbinic emphasis on the orality of rabbinic discourse, in contrast to

the writtenness of Scripture? We shall examine noteworthy passages from

classical rabbinic literature (Oral Torah) that thematize (and in some cases

problematize) the nature of that Torah, especially in relation to its written

sibling, as well as to the social, pedagogical context of their dual recitals.

Contrary to my usual practice of working through such sources from earli-

est to latest in chronological sequence, so as to discern historical develop-

ment, I shall begin with latet more conceptually developed traditions ancl

work my way back to the earliest textual expressions. Given the limits of

space, my aim is to highlight some salient aspects of the rabbinic concept

of Written and Oral Torahs, and thereby rabbinic conceptions of Scripture

and revelation.

A Late Story of Rabbinic Origins

Although it is impossible to determine with any certainty whether the

'myth' of the Oral Torah goes back to prerabbinic (Pharisaic) times, the

following story (which in its extant form dates to a late period in the rab-

binic era) from the Fathers According to Rabbi Nathøn is a good indication

of how foundational that idea was to become:'

What was the impatience of Shammai the Elder? They said: A story lis
told] about a certain man who stood before Shammai, saying to him, "My

master, how many Torahs do you [plural] have?"4 [Shammai] said to him,

"Two, one written and one orall' [The man] said to him, "With respect to

the written one I believe you, but with respect to the oral one I do not be-

lieve you." lshammai] rebuked him and angrily removed him.

He came before Hillel, saying to him, "My master, how many Torahs were

given?" lHillel] said to him, "Two, one written and one oral." [The man] said

to him, "With respect to the written one I believe you, but with respect to

the oral one I do not believe you." [Hillel] said to him, "My son, have a seat."

He wrote out for him the alphabet. [Pointing to the first letter,] he said

to him, "What is this?" [The man] said to him, "It is an alephl' [HrIIel] said

to him, "This is noT an alephbut a betl' [Pointing to the second letter'] he

said to him, "What is this?" [The man] said, "lt is a betl' "This is not a betl'

said lHillet], "buta gimmell' [Hillel] said to him, "How do you know that

this is an aleph, and this is a bet, and this is a gimmel? Only because our

earliest ancestors have passed it on to us that this is an aleph, and this is
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a bet, and this is a gimmel. fust as you have accepted freceived] this [the
alphabet] on faith, so too accept the other [the two Torahsl on faith.s

Although the ostensibie purpose of tl-re story in its present setting is to
contrast the inpatience of Shammai rvith the patience of Hillel, two ploto-
rabbinic teachers of early-flrst-century CE Jerr"rsalern, for onr purposes the

story is remarkable in several other r-espects. First, it presumes that what-
ever their differences in patience or teaching style, Hillel and Shatnmai,

the last of the Second Temple proto-rabbinic teacirers and, implicitly, the

ones whose difÌèrences of opinion set the initial agenda for rabbinic stud1,,

are indistinguishable fi'om each other as to their "curriculum" of Written
and Oral Torahs. Second, the prospective student (or convert) presurnably

reflects a widespread fewish acceptance of the Wlitten Torah as being di-
vinely revealed/authoritatir.e, but not the Oral one. Thus, froll the perspec-

tive of our story, the "doctrine" (if we rnay call it that) of the Written and

Oral Torahs at once deflned rabbinic |udaism already at its origins, not
withstanding its many internal disagreements, and diftèrentiated it from
much (if not all) of nonrabbinic fudaism of its time.

Most significant, it seems to me, is the argument that Hillel employs to
gain the confidence of the prospective student, according to which belief
in two Torahs is as fundamental to rabbinic teaching as ale the most el-

ementary building blocks of language (and hence all learning) itself. What
Hillel, according to this stor¡ does not do (rvhich ive rvili see in other rab-

binic passages later, beginning in the earliest strata of rabbinic literature)
is try to convince the man of this idea through the exegetical readíng of
biblical verses, that is, to prove the existence (or status) of the Oral Torah
from prooftexts drawn from the Written Torah, whose authority is already

accepted by the man, as indicated by his ready acceptance of the Writ
ten Torah.

Rather', Hillel argues by way of an epistemological analog¡ entirely free

of scriptural proof: All systems of knowledge and communication rest on
foundational postulates that cannot be proven but must be accepted ('bn
faith') in order for the system's foundations to be constructed. Thus, with-
out a collective, societal understanding of the identity of the letters or the

sounds they represent, reading (e.g., of written scriptures) cannot occur.

After all, what is the Written Torah if not, at the most basic level, an as-

sembly of letters to be read? Similarly, rabbinic learning cannot progress

without a shared acceptance ofthe existence (and shared status) oftwo To-

rahs, Written and Oral. Just as the one (the alphabet) must be accepted as
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received, so too the other (trvo Torahs). Of course, one need not accept
this postulate, but tvithout dorng so, it lvould be impossible to lear.n from
Hillel and Shammai or their rabbinic successors. Implicit in this compari-
son (althor-rgh not admitted br. the story) is the arbitrariness of a culturei
;rssignment of names (that is, sounds ancl meanings) to the letters, which
arbitlariness Hillel display's to the consternation of the prospective student,
lvherein lies the rhetorical force of his ar.gument: Why presume the one
(alphabet) as being self-evident and not the other (trvo Torahs)?

Hor'veveL, the storf is even more subtly profound, in that Hillel's analog-
ical argurnent itself instantiates lts very point. While the man is prepared
to accept the hitten Torah but not the Oral Torah, his apprehension of
the r,r'ritten rvord (orletter') is itself deeply dependent on his acceptance of
received (oral ) tradition/transmission. whether Hiltel's argument would
convince anr¡one not already committed to the rabbinic conception of rev-
elation ancl study of a dual Torah, it would bolster the attachment of rab-
binic sages and disciples to the revelatory and authoritative status of oral
Torah as being as pedagogically "natural" as the acceptance of aleph as

nleph and bet as bet.

The Linlced but Diferentiated Performances of
I'Vritten ønd Oral Torahs

'lhe rabbinic claim to be in possession of two levealed rorahs, written and
Oral, r,vas not just of epistemoiogical (how do rve know this?) or ontological
(what is the nature of each?) significance but of performative importance
tbr horv the trvo bodies of tradition were recited and studied, that is, ritu-
ally enacted, in reiation to each other. In this regard, the fbllowing passage
from the Palestinian ("Jerusalem') Talmud is particularly interesting for its
concern r.vith the practice of rendering the Hebrew text of scripture into
the Aramaic tlanslations knorvn as targum, since targum resides along the
liminal borderline between written scripture and oral teaching, partaking
of each (although the ¡abbis defined targum as part of the latter):

[A] R. Samuel bar R. Isaac [ca. z8o CE] once entered a synagogue. A man
u'as standing and translating [the lection] while leaning against a pillar. He
said to him: "You are forbidden to do so [translate while leaning] I Just as it
[the Tolah] was given in reverence and fear, so too must we relate to it in
reverence and fearl'
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[B] R. Haggai [ca. 35o CE] said: R. Samuel bar R. Isaac once entered a

synagogue. He saw the sexton (hazzan) standing and translating without
having appointed someone else under him [to translate].6 He said to hinr:
."You are forbidden to do so! Just as it was given by way of a rniddleman, so

too we must relate to it by way of a middleman."

[C] R. Iudah [bar R. Simeon] bar Pazzi [ca. 3oo CE] entered and provided
a biblical prooftext: "I [Moses] stood between God and you [Israel] at that
time to decla¡e to you the word of the Lord" (Deut. 5:5).

[D] R. Haggai said: R. Samuel bar R. Isaac once entered a synagogue where
he saw a teacher drawing the targum out of a [Hebrew] scroll.T He said to
him: "You are forbidden to do so! Teachings which were said [revealed]
orally [must be presented] orally and teachings which were said [revealed]
in writing [must be presented] in writing."s

We have here accounts of three instances in which the same rabbinic sage

upon entering a synagogue objects to the manner of the public translation
of Scripture. These siories presume rabbinic rules for the synagogue read-
ing of Scripture and its interlinear accompaniment by targum translation,
according to which the two are to be separate and distinct, the former read
from a written scroll and the latter recited orally (whether extemporane-
ously or from memorl), with the former performed by a person of higher
status than that ofthe latter.

The first incident (A) stresses that the practice of translation, as a cru-
cial part of the Torah's public reception, is to be conducted in a manner
consistent with the awe-inspiring manner of the Torah's original revela-
tion, for which Moses and the Israelites stood in rapt attention. Whereas
the translator might view his translation as an ancillary service to the cen-
tral ritual of the Torah reading, R. samuel conceives of the translation as

constituting a part of both the medium and the message of that mythic
reenactment. The second incident (B-C), while building on the analogy
between synagogue lection and original revelation, conversely stresses the
need to diferentiøte between Torah readinglreader and translation/trans-
lator. lust as the Torah was revealed by God but mediated to the people by
Moses (C), so too the weekly reenactment of that event is performed by a
reader through the mediation of the translator, the two needing to remain
distirct from each other. The reception of written scripture is orally medi-
ated i¡ the synagogue as it was at Sinai (there was sola scriptura, "scripture
alone," at neither).e If the second incident stresses the need to have two
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different people play the roles of reader/revealer and translator/transmit-
ter, the third incident (in paragraph D) stresses the difference between

the ways in which the two recite their "lines," the first from a fixed writ-
ten text, the second according to a rule-governed but fluid oral tradition.
Notwithstanding this distinction, this incident stresses, as did the first and

second (with C), thatboth types of revelatory communication (written and

oral) originated at Mt. Sinai and are reenacted as revelation in the syna-

gogue ritual.
As this section of the Palestinian Talmud continues, it has much more

to say about the relation between Written and Oral Torahs, once again em-

ploying words of the former to argue for the status of the latter:

[E] R. Haggai (ca. 35o CE) in the name of R. Samuel bar Nahman (ca. 3oo

CE): Some teachings were said [revealed] orally and some teachings were

said [revealed] in writing. We do not know which of them is more be-

loved, except from that which is written, "For in accordance with ('aI pi:
"by the mouth of") these things I make a covenant with you and with Is-

rael" (Exod. 34:27),whích is to say that those that are transmitted orally

[iterall¡ "by the mouth'] are more beloved.

[F] R. Yohanan (ca. z5o) and R. ]udah b. R. Simeon (ca. ¡So). One said: If
you keep what is oral and what is written, I [God] will make a covenant

with you, but if not, I will not make a covenant with you. The other said:

If you keep what is oral and what is written, you will receive reward, but if
not, you will not receive reward.

[G] [With respect to Deut. 9:ro, in which Moses says, "The Lord gave me

the two tablets of stone, written by the flnger of God, and on them were

(something) like all the words which the Lord spoke to you on the moun-

tain from the midst of the fire on the day of assembþ'J, R. Joshua b. Levi
(ca. zz5 CE) said: "On them," "and on thern'; "wordsl"'the words"; "all,"

"like all' [this expansive language includes] written teaching lmiqra'), orul

teaching fmishnah), dialectical argument ltalmud], and narrative [hgga-
dahl.ro And even that which an experienced disciple will one day teach

before his master was already said to Moses at Sinai.

[H] lhis is related to what is w¡itten, "Sometimes there is a phenomenon

of which one might sa¡'Look, this one is new!,"'to which his fellow re-

sponds to him, "It occurred long ago, in ages that went by before usJ'

(Koh. r:ro)
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were we to think of oral rorah as being clerivative tion-r written Torah, or
of less direct revelatory authorit¡ we might suppose that the answer to R.
Haggai's implied question (E) would be that the Written Torah is the more
beloved of the two. Playing on the phrase'al piu,tth respect to revelation
and covenant in Exod. 34:z7,the midrash avers that it is the Oral Torah üat
is the more beloved (by God? by Israel? presumablyby both). Althoughthe
Written Torah, as a physical object, has greater iconic signiflcance (e.g., in
the way it is produced, handled, and read in synagogue), lewish (especially
halakhic) life is much more based on the Oral Law than on the Written
Law. Even though the laws of the Written Torah are considered to have
stronger divine backing, it is precisely the weaker authority and grounding
of the laws of the oral rorah that require their being paid greater attention
and being accordecL greater protection from violation. Furthermore, be-
cause the Pentateuch formed a part of the christian (and Jewish-christian)
scriptures at this time, the rabbis regarded the oral Torah as defining /ew-
ish identity more distinctly. This rendered the oral Torah more beloved as

The exclusiue possession of Jewish people.
We flnd this idea most clearly expressed in the following late midrash.

After stating that the synagogue Torah reader cannot read from memory
but must be looking at the Torah scroll, it adds that the person reciting the
targum cannot look at a text, whether the targum or the Torah scroll (R. fu-
dahb.Pazzi derives both rules from Exod. 34:2ù. The midrash continues:

R. fudah b. R. Shalom (ca. y) said: Moses requested [of God] that rhe

oral teaching fmishnah) be written. The Holy One, blessed be he, foresaw
that in the future the nations would translate the Torah and read from it in
Greek and sa¡ "They are not Israell' The Holy One blessed be he, said to
him, "O Moses! In the future the nations will sa¡ 'We are Israel; we are the
children of the Lordl And Israel will sa¡ 'We are the children of the Lordl
Now the scales would appear to be balanced [between the two claims]Ì,
The Holy One, blessed be he, would say to the nations, "What are you say-
ing that you are my children? I only recognize as my son one in whose
hand are my'mysteries."'Theywould say to him, 'And what are your <mys-

teries'?" He would say to them, "the oral teaching fmishnahll' . . . Said the
Holy One, blessed be he, to Moses, "What are you requesting, that the oral
teaching be written? What then would be the difference between Israel and
the nations?" Thus, it says, "Were I to write for him [Israel] the fullness of
my teaching ftorahl"; if so, "they (Israel) would have been considered as

strangers" (Hos. 8:rz).t t
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Returning to the Palestinian Talmud, the statements attributed to R.

Yohanan and R. Judah b. R. Simeon (F) would seem, in contrast to what

precedes them, to stress the equal importance of the Oral and Written To-

rahs (although note the order), whether for establishing the covenant or re-

ceiving its rewards. The difference between the two sages is whether obser-

vance of the commandments is a precondition for establishing the covenant

or the condition for receiving its rewards. Implicitl¡ one might ask whether

Israel's failure to preserve the Oral and Written Torahs would risk nullify-

ing the covenant (and Israelb special relationship with God) or simply deny

them the rewards within the covenantal relationship. This question was, in

the aftermath of the destruction of the Second Temple and the continuing

dispersion and subjugation to foreign rule, not merely an academic one.

Next (G) R. foshua b. Levi provides scriptural proof for the claim that

all branches of Torah teaching, both written (miqra) and oral (mishnah),

and all forms of the latter, were revealed to Moses at Sinai. This is a claim

not just for the comprehensive scope and diversity of past, received revela-

tion but for its continuation in the presenú and well into the future' all' of

which were anticipated and authorized at Sinai. Implicit in this interpreta-

tion is not just the variety of forms of rabbinic oral teaching but the var-

iegation of its contenß. We mîght not yet know what a future disciple will
someday expound before his master, or that it will not differ from what will

be taught by another disciple, but we are assured that whatever it will be,

it was already contained within "all the words" communicated by God to

Moses (and by Moses to the Israelites). The expansive language of the fixed

verse of Written Torah suggests that teachings of the inexhaustibly fluid

Oral Torah are ever expanding, in both form and content' Lest this claim

be thought to be overly daring, an anonymous voice, itself anticipated by

the words of the biblical book of Kohelet (Ecclesiastes), concludes, what

appears to be new and novel was there from the revelatory beginning (i.e.,

do not take credit for intellectual innovation).''

Written and OraI Torahs in Pedagogical Tøndem

Several rabbinic passages suggest ways in which Written and Oral Torahs

were not only experienced in tandem as part of the slmagogue service on

Sabbaths and festivals but also in the central ritual of study. According to

Deut. r7'.t9, the Israelite king is obligated to keep by his side a 'topy of this

Teaching lmishneh torahll' followed by a sequence of verbs: "It shall be
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with him, and he shall read [from the root qr') it all the dø7s of his life, in
order that he rnay learn [root Imd) to fear [yr') the Lord his God, to keep

all the words of this Teaching ftorah), ancl to perforrn ['s/r] these lau's." The

midraslric commentary of Sifre Deuteronomy (itself part of the Oral Torah)

interprets the verse as follows: "This teaches that the sight [r'lr] [of it] leads

to reading lmiqra', from the rool qr'1, reading leads to translation ltargum),
translation leads to oral teaching lmishnøh), oral teaching leads to dialecti-
cal study ftalmud, from the roollmdl, dialectical study leads to perþrmance

['så], and performance leads to fear of God lyr')1"'The scripturalverbyil-
mød (learnlstudy) is unpacked so as to comprise three branches and con-

secutive stages of the rabbinic study curricrhtm-tørgum, mishnah, and
tqlmud-which are interposed between the king'.s reading of the Torah
and his fear of God, with his practice of the commandments being inserted
from the end of the verse as the immediate consequence of his study. From
the rabbinic perspective, mere reading of the Written Torah alone is insuf-
ficient to bring the king to proper practice and fear of God. It is by dynami-
cally engaging words of Torah, both Written and Oral-through rabbinic-
style study-that the king joins the people in subrnission to God, theLeby

rendering hirnself worthy of the people's submission to him..la

The commentary's envisioning of the king's practice of Torah "reading"

as leading to dialectical study is modeled after the rabbinic curriculum of
study of Written and Oral Torahs, precisely the kind of engaged, dialectical
study in rt'hich the rabbinic student of the Sry'e's text would be presently

engaged. Note, in particular, the transitional role of scriptural translation
(into Jewish Aramaic, itself a hybrid language) as a bridge between the
reading of written Scripture and the interpretive dialectics of oral study.

This probably reflects the sequence oflabbinic study.

For another look at the rabbinic curriculum of combined study of \4trit-
ten (miqrø') and Oral (mßhnah) Torah, we will look at Sifre Deuteronomy's

commentary on Deut. 3z:2, in which Moses employs the metaphor of rain
to describe how he wishes his'discourse" to fall upon and penetrate the
Israelites:

"May my discourse come down as rain' (Deut.3z:2.): Just as rain falls on

trees and infuses each type with its distinctive flavor-the grapevine with
its flavor, the olive tree with its flavor, the flg tree with its flavor-so too

words of Torah are all one, but they comprise written teaching lmiqra'l
and oral teaching lmishnah): fthe latter including] exegesis fmidrash),Iaws

lhaløkhot), and narratives løggadotl. . . .
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Another interpretation: |ust as with rain, you cannot see [anticipate] it
until it arrives, as it says, 'And after a while the sþ grew black with clouds

and there was wind and a heavy downpour" (r Kings 18:45),tt so too with
respect to a disciple of the sages, you do not know what he is until he

teaches lyishnehl oral teaching lmishnahl: exegesis lmidrash), laws [hal-
akhot) and narratives laggadotl; or until he is appointed provider Iparnas)
over the community.to

Of particular signifi.cance is the wa¡ once again, in which Moses's teaching

is understood to contain already the diverse forms of rabbinic Oral Torah,

which despite their distinctive "tastes" "are all one," that is, derive from a

single divine source and revelatory event. However, of even greater inter-
est is the metaphoric slippage whereby the rain, having at first signified the

diverse forms of rabbinic teaching, comes to signify the rabbinic teacher

(disciple of the sages) of these very same forms of oral learning. His active

engagement with and production of rabbinic words of Torah, rather than
passive reading of the Written Torah, accomplished to no small measure by
memorization, ensures that the sage not only exemplifles the Oral Torah

but embodies it, in all its branches, as he learns it and teaches it.

In many areas of rabbinic thought and practice (as in the priestly stra-

tum of the Hebrew Bible), division and differentiation (havdalah) of seem-

ing opposites (e.g., light and dark, holy and profane) is a necessary pre-

condition to their intersection and ultimate integration. Similarl¡ the fol-
lowing passage from the Fathers According to Rabbi Nathan exemplifies the

performative differentiation between Oral and Written Torahs, as among

the subdivisions of the latter (e.g., between law and narrative, halqkhah and
hggadøh), and their ultimate integration in the idealized master of all the

curricular divisions:

"Provide yourself with a [single] teacher" (m, Abot r:6): How so? This

teaches that one should provide himself with a regular teacher and study

with him written teaching [miqra'l and oral teaching lmishnah)-exegesis

[midrash], laws [halakhof], and narratives ['øggødotl. Then the meaning

which the teacher neglected to tell him in the study of miqrø'he will even-

tually tell him in the study of mishnøh; the meaning which he neglected

to tell him in the study of mishnah he will eventually tell him in the study

of midrash; the meaning which he neglected to tell him in the study of
midrash he will eventually tell him in the study of halakhot; the meaning

which he neglected to tell him in the study of halakhot he will eventually
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tell him in the study of 'aggadah. Thus, that man remains in one place and
is filled with good and blessing. R. Me'i'usecl to say: He wlio stuclies Torah
with a single teacher, to what rnay he be likenecl? To one r,rùo hacr a single
fielcl, part of which he sowed with wheat and part with barrel,, ar.rcl plantecl
part with olives ancl part with oak trees. No*'tl.rat man is lull of good and
blessing. B.t one who studies with two or three teachers is like a man who
has many frelds: one he sows with wheat and one he sows with barle¡ and
plants one with olives and one with oak trees. Now this man is scattered
among many pieces of land, without good or blessing.lT

fust as the diversity of forms of rabbinic oral teaching, in hermeneutical
tandem with written Scripture, are said to derive ultimately from a single
God, the same diversity is integrated, ideally at least, within the teaching
of a single rabbinic sage. However, we must assume that this emphasis on
unity gives indirect expression to its very opposite: the tendency, knor.rn
to all scholars, to master one subject weil, and for the student who seeks a

comprehensive education to study from a wide range of such specialized
teachers, moving from one to the next. Such specialization, and its atten-
dant competition, among the rabbinic masters of the oral Torah is well
evidenced in rabbinic literature.

Conclusion

The rabbinic conception of a revelatory and pedagogicar curriculum of
written Scripture and oral teaching is without antecedent or parallel in the
ancient world. while the idea of a tr,vofold Torah, differentiated as written
and oral, was not without its opponents and detractors, it became a funda-
mental part of rabbinic theology and self-understanding. The rabbis viewed
themselves as the receivers, transmitters, and masters of an ever growing
and diversiff ing corpus of interpretations, laws, and narratives. They un-
derstood this corpus to constitute a chain of tradition originating as divine
revelation through Moses to the people of Israel at Mt. Sinai. It would not
be an exaggeration to say that the dialogical pairing of a fxed scriptural
text with a fluid oral complement enabled rabbinic society, and eventu-
ally broader Jewish society, to survive the many vicissitudes of history by
striking a delicate balance between cultural permanence and plasticity.
Even today, the idea that the foundational, divinely revealed scriptures of
a religion cannot be understood or applied aside from the accompanying
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tradition of their continual and variegated human interpretatiott remains a

radical one-especially because the human interpretation in oral Torah is

as determinative in practice as the revealed scripture is. This "humanizing"

of scriptural transmission and interpretation would appear to run counter

to an emphasis on the primacy of Scripture alone (sola scriptura) in other

scriptural religions, as in some streams of ]udaism.
The rabbinic "movement" (if we can call it that) began as one of many

marginal Jewish groups at a time of great social, political, and religious up-

heaval in the early centuries cE. This is the context in which the rabbinic

teachings that we have examined took form and need to be understood.

One of the great mysteries of ancient and late-antique ]ewish history is the

ability of this relatively small and marginal group of scholars to eventu-

ally, sometime in the mid- to late first millennium, redefine the very nature

of fudaism as both practice and belief around the central obligation and

ritual of textual study. While an important part of any explanation thereto

must be sought atthe outer plane of historical transformation and cultural

realignment (whether identifred with Greco-Roman paganism, Christian-

ity, or Islam), a major aspect of the transformation of Judaism and ]ew-
ish society must be understood as having occurred aT T]fIe inner plane of

fewish histor¡ as shaped by the rhetorical power of rabbinic discourse in

its exegetical (midrøsh),legal (haløkhah), and narrative ('øggadøh) modes

of expression, whether directed to the people as a whole or mastered by

a scholastic elite (or the two in tandem). The discursive world that these

distinctive forms of torøh conslructed and inhabited, and from u'hich van-

tage the surrounding world was increasingly viewed and understood, is a

phenomenon yet to be adequately apprehended and appreciated. Central

to the lasting and renewing vitality of the rabbinic 'tonception of Scrip-

ture" is its pedagogical pairing of the closed and open, fixed and fluid, the

timeless and the timely, of the Written and the Oral (even long after the

latter was consigned to writing), by which Iewish sociely and culture were

to understand themselves along the continuum of reenacted revelation and

awaited redemption.

NOTES

t. TaNaKh stands for the three components, in sequence, of the canonical He-

brew Bible: Torah (Pentalerch), Nevi'im (Prophets), Ketuvim (Writings).

z. J ew i sh Ant i quiti e s 9.297 (tr ans. Ralph Marcus ; LCL z :ll 6 - I l).
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3. Foi- the trvo earliest rabbinic statements that "Trvo Torahs u,ere givento Is-
rael (at Mt. sinai): one written and one oral," see sif'e Deut.35r (ed. Louis Finkel-
stein,4o8), commenting on Deut.33:ro, where the order of "r.vritten'and "o¡al" is
rer.ersed; and Sr,fra Behuqqotay pereq B:r2 (ed. Isaac \A/eiss, rrzc).

4' In a parallel'ersion inb. shabbat 3ra, the man is a non-Jew, a prospective
convert.

s. Abot deRabbi Natan Ãr5 (ed. solomon Schechter, 6l; rra's. Judah Goldin,
8o). cf. Abot deRabbi Natan Bz9 (ed. Solomon schechter, 6r-62; trans. Anthony
Saldarini, V4-7)

6. The sexton usuaìly assigns the Torah lection to someone else. see /. Meg.
z(4):zt. Presumabl¡ on the present occasion, the sexton was acting both as reader
and as translator:, thereby failing to differentiate performatively betrveen written
Scnpture and its oraì translation.

7. The reference here is either to a text of targum, *'hich hacl been inserted
u'ithin the Hebrew text or scrolÌ of the Torah, or to the rendering ('drarving,,here
intended not in a physical sense) of the targum from the written Hebrew text, with
the translator looking at the Hebren'text for guidance, thereb,v giving the impres
sion that the targum itself is written in that text.

8. P. Megilløh 4t, 74d (ed. Academv of the Hebrew Language, 768).
9. Nor was there sola scriptura in Ezrat mediated public reading of the Torah

accordíng to Neh. 8:8.

ro. The word miqra'denores that which is read (1itera111', "called out") iìom
a written text, u.hereas rnishnah denotes that rvhich is recited frorl memor¡ or
through repetition. The forn.rer appears first in this sense of "reading" in Neh. B:8,
rvith respect to Ezrat public reading of the Torah. The trvo nouns are used rn the
present sense of wlitten and oral teaching tbr tlie first tlme in tannaitic rabbinic
literatu¡e

tt. Pesiqta Rabbati 5 (ed Meir Friedmann, r4b; trans. William Braude, 93; ed.
Rivka Ulmer, 51-52).

rz. see especially Kohelet Rabbah tz9(9): "similarl¡ if you have heard Torah
from the mouth of a schola¡ let it be in your estimation as if 1'our ears had heard
it from Mount Sinai. That is what the prophet rebukes the people for when he tells
them, 'Drarv near to me and hear this: From the beginning, I did speak in secret;
from the time anfhing existed, I was there' (Isa. 48:16 N]pS). They said to him,

] why have )¡ou no
hambers lfor the r
that they have bee

now the Lord God has sent me, endon'ed \,\'ith his spirit"' (ibid.):'
13. sifre Deut. t6t (ed. Louis Finkelstein, u.z). My translation follows Finkel-

stein's edition, with the exception that "sight" renders hammarþh found in the bet-
ter witnesses.

r4. Note that our text begins with marþh ("sight, vision," from the root r,h)
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andendslvithyirhh(..fear,awe]'fromtherooryr),creatinganinclusiobasedona
word play.

, s. ril. prophet Elijah sends his servant seven times to look for signs of rain

until on theieventh try he spots a small cloud in the distance. The rain storm then

comes suddenly.

ú. Sifre Diut' los (ed. Finkelstein,33g)'I translate the text according to MS

London.

v. 
"4bot 

deRabbi Natan A8 (ed. Schechter,3516; trans' Goldin' 4g-5o)'


